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We present SnOrE (Simple n-body Orbital Engine), a Python package which aims
to simulate n-body orbital systems while simultaneously overcoming early
educational barriers of computational astrodynamics for undergraduate physics
students. SnOrE exploits rudimentary syntax and commonly-understood Python
libraries to accurately simulate orbits of systems, given initial position and
momentum conditions of each body in the system. As the n-body problem is as of
yet unsolvable theoretically for n ≥ 3, having a numerical perspective on
complicated orbits is of great importance to potentially understanding the
processes of star and planet formation. Especially signicant examples of this
research include multiple star system orbits, star clusters, and exoplanets with
particularly unique orbital conditions. We applied our algorithm to various orbital
systems to verify the accuracy of our method of orbital integration. Our results
show SnOrE is able to simulate orbits within an error per orbital period of < 0.1%
at a timestep interval of ≈ 0.1% the period of a stable orbital body. While this is
only the rst iteration of our engine and therefore has inaccuracies in extreme and
particularly unique conditions, it is a solid framework for development in n-body
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i Introduction
The n-body problem is one of the most historically popular topics in mathemat-
ical physics, the goal of which is to understand the motion of a group of objects
(usually particles or celestial bodies). The rst major instance of this topic was
introduced by Johannes Kepler when studying the types of forces that would re-
sult in orbits that obeyed his laws of planetary motion (now an essential part of
the framework for classical mechanics). Under the inuence of gravitational forces,
the members of a two-body system will orbit around their shared center of mass
(which remains xed in space) in elliptical paths. This two-body (n = 2) problem
was eventually completely solved by Johann Bernoulli by treating the larger of the
two masses as a xed point. In doing so, a general set of equations that described
the motions of both masses was developed. However, this solution does not hold
for Isaac Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation or Einstein's theories of general
relativity and thus is to be understood as a mathematical idealization and not a
practical representation of celestial and planetary motion.
Unfortunately, beyond n = 2, no generalized solutions exist. In the three-body
(n = 3) problem, the resulting dynamic motion is chaotic and formulaically unpre-
dictable for most given initial conditions and is therefore usually solved numerically.
Any mathematical solutions to the three-body problem require some amount of
restrictive parameters.
Several variations of the n-body problem exist in physics research, and any un-
restricted general solutions to them have only been found via either numerical
analysis, which usually involves approximation by the usage of a power series, or
by simulation, which has varying methods depending on how specic problems are
approached.
Numerical and computational approaches to the n-body problem exist and come
in various forms based on their computing algorithm, their focus of study, their
presentation, and their utility. However, for a fundamental problem in astrodynam-
ics, the language and documentation of these simulations generally come with an
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aggressively steep learning curve. An undergraduate physics student who wishes
to study computational astrophysics may attempt to tackle this problem and be
overwhelmed by the immense computation required for accurate simulations and
the intricate structure of commonplace astrophysics packages. Lowering the initial
barrier to computational astrophysics for undergraduate students is essential for fur-
thering research in the n-body problem and many others along with it; the more
eciently students can learn the language of numerical research, the more ecient
they will be in active research later on. With an initial helping hand, students can
better understand how these types of problems can be approached numerically and
subsequently have better insight into how they can improve existing software.
In this work, we propose to overcome the incidental gatekeeping of an extremely
progressed community in numerical astronomy by taking advantage of an average un-
dergraduate physics student's rudimentary understanding of a language like Python
by using it to study a commonly-discussed problem in astrophysics. In particular,
we provide the reader with a framework engine that can simulate n-body orbital
systems while remaining intuitive and accessible. This engine is easily manipulable
and can be expanded upon to generate more accurate, more detailed, more ecient,
and more practical results, but is still a sturdy starting block for students to develop
a better understanding of this area of research.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section ii we lay out our objectives for an
n-body orbital engine and dierentiate those objectives from other software and nu-
merical methods. In Section iii we introduce and explain the construction of SnOrE
(Simple n-body Orbital Engine): the algorithm developed in the context of this
work. In Section iv we show several results obtained when the proposed algorithm
is applied to real-world orbital systems with varying amounts of known data. Our
computational data is compared to other existing data for the sake of error anal-
ysis. In Section v we discuss the signicance of our results as well as some of the
shortcomings of this iteration of our algorithm. Our conclusions together with some
descriptions of possible future applications of and improvements to our approach
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are summarized in Section vi.
ii Goals
As discussed, many existing n-body simulations exist, they all approach the
problem dierently. We seek to simulate the n-body problem with the following
criteria in mind:
ii.i Accessibility and Utility
The driving motivation for the SnOrE algorithm is its accessibility. While every
programming language has its own benets to graphical modeling and simulation,
Python is generally the most popularly-used language in current astronomy research
and thus is our language of choice.
Python packages for orbit simulations already exist, but they are generally overly
dense, intricate, and not necessarily palatable for physics students who wish to study
computational astrodynamics. For example, the astropy package is currently one of
the most robust collaborative projects in astronomy software and therefore a funda-
mental infrastructure for more complex tools [1]. However, because of its large-scale
versatility and its general aim towards professional astronomers and astrophysicists,
its language and documentation might translate beyond the understanding of a stu-
dent with an intermediate understanding of Python.
With this in mind, we were motivated to construct our algorithm with legibility
in mind at a potential sacrice of intricacy or overall robustness. At its current
stage, the SnOrE algorithm is by no means constructed for professional research use
and is instead geared towards undergraduate physics students with a rudimentary
knowledge of computer programming. That said, our algorithm is by no means a
nished product, designed specically with the intention to be developed further. It
is, as titled, an engine that can support research and simulations in astrodynamics
that have other, more specied goals in mind. For example, with an understanding
of leapfrog integration, its implementation into the algorithm is relatively straight-
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forward. Its symplectic nature - that is, its ability to represent long-term, periodic
motion, including the fact that it preserves angular momentum, and therefore en-
ergy, of a system - makes it highly favorable for more advanced simulation. However,
its syntax is lengthier and requires more literacy than our algorithm's current struc-
ture. As we maintain our focus of simplicity in our algorithm, our study of leapfrog
integration is not included in this paper and is instead presented as a means of
further application for the reader.
ii.ii Accuracy
While the necessity for accuracy may seem obvious or redundant, its inclusion
is still worthy of discussion. Some of the aforementioned simulations work out-
side of a realistically applicable space, where masses are arbitrarily chosen or are
designed based o of an arbitrary gravitational constant (usually G = 1), while
others do not completely apply universal gravitation (or any force dependent on
the inverse square of the distance between masses). Usually, this mainly involves
treating the central body of an orbital system as a xed point that remains unaf-
fected by gravitational forces and determining the motion of every other mass solely
by their gravitational attraction to the central body. Lastly, very few simulations
display three-dimensional systems in a three-dimensional interface, instead opting
to project the orbital trajectories onto a two-dimensional map. Generating an easily
manipulable three-dimensional plot is extremely critical for simulating orbits that
are inclined relative to a system's designated orbital plane.
ii.iii Eciency
Because universal gravitation exists between every distinct pair of masses in a
particular system, there exist n(n − 1) unique gravitational forces present at any
given time. That is, every object in a system experiences a gravitational force due
to every other body in a system. Thus, it follows that any form of calculations
occurring over any practical time interval would require an extremely large amount
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of iterations to occur. Because the SnOrE algorithm is designed for public use and not
necessarily on computers with high processing power and large amounts of memory,
it is vital that the necessary calculations are easily processed and iterable.
iii The SnOrE algorithm
With the previous considerations in mind, we construct the SnOrE algorithm to
simulate n-body systems with as much accuracy and eciency possible while still
retaining a legibility equivalent to the understanding of an undergraduate physics
student. Our algorithm contains three major elements: bodies, gravitational calcu-
lations, and plotting.
iii.i Bodies
We designate all masses in an orbital system as Body objects with several unique
parameters. Most importantly, the initial conditions of these bodies must be known
for an accurate simulation to exist. Therefore, each Body object has unique position
and velocity parameters, designated as pos and vel, respectively. Both position and
velocity are stored as three-dimensional vectors. Also, for gravitational acceleration
to be calculated later, the Body also has a manipulable mass parameter. The mass
and vel values are stored separately in lieu of using a single momentum vector for
the ease of manipulating masses of objects in theoretical problems.
Also, each Body object contains a number of hidden class parameters that are
necessary for later calculations. Since each object's acceleration due to gravity will
be calculated, each object is given a three-dimensional acceleration vector, initially
dened as [0,0,0]. This vector is modied by universal gravitation later in the
algorithm. Other numerical parameters include values for perigee, apogee, minimum
velocity, and maximum velocity. These values are useful for checking the accuracy
of our algorithm, are relevant data points for understanding orbital trajectories, and
demonstrate the versatility and intuitive structure of the SnOrE algorithm.
The remaining parameters include plotting elements: namely, name and color,
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which solely exist for the purposes of display, organization, and debugging.
iii.ii Gravitational calculations
The simulation's gravitational calculation process contains the most dense code
in our algorithm and therefore will receive the most in-depth explanation.
Rather than integrating over a dened time interval, the algorithm instead calcu-
lates gravitational acceleration instantaneously after small individual time intervals,
designated as timesteps (the timestep variable in our software is a manipulable
value). In between these calculations, the motion of each body is treated as moving
at a constant velocity. This corresponds with Newton's method with the assumption
that orbital motion is continuous and dierentiable. While chaotic orbits are not
necessarily dierentiable, this approximation is still usually serviceable; it provides
comparable results under relatively small timesteps and generally returns suciently
accurate data at larger timesteps, examples of which will be shown in Section iv.
The calculations describing gravitational motion are as follows (Note: each of
the following steps are executed on one body at a time):
 The linear distances between the body in question and every other body in the
system are determined. To accomplish this, the position vectors of each pair
of bodies are subtracted from one another, the result of which is stored in the
Cartesian vector r. To determine the magnitude of this linear distance, the
Cartesian coordinates are converted into spherical coordinates, where data is






















The equations and conventions chosen for this conversion attempt to minimize
any possible errors of dividing by zero throughout computation; one must only
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ensure that two bodies' x- and y-coordinates are never exactly the same.





While ρ is the only necessary value for this calculation, the two angular criteria
are necessary for preserving the "direction" of ρ (and therefore gravitational
acceleration).
 The conversion from a body-to-body acceleration to a three-dimensional vector
acceleration is relatively straightforward, but worth including:
ax = a sin θ cosφ (5)
ay =

−a sin θ sinφ, ry < 0
a sin θ sinφ, ry > 0
(6)
az = a cos θ (7)
The sign convention of the y-acceleration is anomalous in theory but is neces-
sary in computation, due to what we predict to be an underlying error in the
computation of r.
 At this stage, the algorithm has determined acceleration vectors the body
experiences related to each other body. The Cartesian components of these
linear accelerations can now be easily combined for a resulting net acceleration
vector.
The pos and vel vectors are to be modied (component-wise), following Euler-
Cromer integration:
velx,y,z = velx,y,z + ax,y,ztimestep (8)
posx,y,z = posx,y,z + velx,y,ztimestep (9)
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There exists a theoretical anomaly between the constant-acceleration assump-
tion in the velocity calculation and the zero-acceleration assumption in the
position calculation (neither of which are guaranteed to ever be true), but
since the orbital motion of each system is treated as a sequence of linear tan-
gential movements rather than a continuously curved path, this discrepancy
results in greater accuracy than also assuming constant acceleration in the
position calculation (see Figure 1).
iii.iii Plotting
Lastly, the pos vector of each body is plotted after each timestep. We choose to
use the pyplot package for three-dimensional plotting. The simple and commonly
understood syntax of pyplot results in fewer lines of code in the algorithm, thus
optimizing the eciency of our engine while still providing ample opportunity to
replace it with other packages, such as seaborn, mayavi, or mplot3d.
It is worth stating that we have omitted units in our axis labels, but we will note
here that for every simulation, all distances are measured in meters. When three-
dimensional plots are viewed from a perspective where one axis is shortened, the
pyplot package is susceptible to cluttering the screen with lengthier labels. To aid
this, we present our graphical results with corresponding numerical data to provide
further clarity for the reader.
iii.iv Other details
Other minor yet important details have been included to our algorithm to demon-
strate versatility, such as using the timeit package to display the elapsed computing
time of a simulation, calculations to determine the perigee, apogee, maximum veloc-
ity, and minimum velocity of each non-central body, and Boolean parameters that
can more eciently tailor the engine to specic needs.
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iv Results
The following section mostly contains gures of orbit simulations with some data.
A further discussion of these results follows in Section v.
iv.i Using well-known systems to test accuracy
To ensure the accuracy of our simulation, we provide data for well-understood
gravitational systems. These are generally contained within the solar system, as
accurate data are known for positions, velocities, orbital inclinations, and orbit ec-
centricities for these systems [2]. Our value for timestep varies in each simulation;
our selections for these are based on attempting to optimize our simulation's run-
time with the accuracy of its results.
Figure 1 shows a plot of the Sun-Earth system. We understand Earth's orbit
to be periodic and slightly elliptical. The initial conditions for Earth's motion are
based o its measured perihelion distance (147.092 Gm) and maximum velocity
(30.29 km/s). With timestep = 1,000 s, we compare our results with Williams'
published values [2]. Error per orbital period is also included. We determine this
error by comparing each individual result's error and returning the largest value.
We determine Earth's perihelion to be ≈ 147.09195 Gm, compared to a measured
value of ≈ 147.092 Gm (for a percent dierence of < 0.000035%). Earth's aphelion
is calculated at ≈ 152.09029 Gm, compared to a measured value of ≈ 152.099 Gm
(for a percent dierence of < 0.006%). We calculate Earth's maximum velocity at
≈ 30.29001 km/s, compared to a measured value of ≈ 30.29 km/s (for a percent dif-
ference of < 0.000035%). Earth's minimum velocity is determined to be ≈ 29.29437
km/s, compared to a measured value of ≈ 29.29 km/s (for a percent dierence of
0.0149%). Overall, for a relatively large timestep, we received results with an accu-
racy per orbital period within < 0.02%.
Figure 2 shows a plot of the Earth-Moon system with a linear velocity of 30.29
km/s. We understand the Moon's orbit to be periodic and slightly elliptical relative
to Earth. The initial conditions for the Moon's motion are its measured perigee dis-
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Figure 1: A 1-year simulation (timestep = 1,000 s) of the Sun-Earth system. This is the best-understood two-body
problem and a simple example to demonstrate the accuracy of a simulation.
tance (0.3633 Gm) and maximum velocity (1.082 km/s). With timestep = 1,000 s,
we compare our results in a similar fashion.
We calculate the Moon's perigee to be ≈ 0.34545 Gm, compared to a measured
value of ≈ 0.3633 Gm (for a percent dierence of 5.037%). the Moon's apogee is
found at ≈ 0.429596 Gm, compared to a measured value of ≈ 0.3844 Gm (for a
percent dierence of 11.105%). The Moon's minimum and maximum velocities vary
from the measured results because of the system's linear procession. However, for
a large timestep, we received results with an error per orbital period of < 12%.
This error is likely larger due to multiple circumstances: First, we are simulating a
smaller orbit that occurs roughly 10 times more frequently than that of the previous
simulation, so using the same timestep would naturally lead to larger error. Second,
we simulated this system in a vacuum, without the Sun's inuence, so the Moon's
gravitational inuence on Earth is more present. Using a smaller timestep would
consume more processing time but would certainly yield more accurate results.
Figure 3 shows our rst successful three-body simulation, the Sun-Earth-Moon
system. Because of the varied scales between Earth's orbital trajectory and the
Moon's, the two seem to share a common path. However, upon closer inspection,
the color of the orbit around the Sun shifts between grey (when the Moon is between
Earth and the Sun) and teal (when the Moon is behind Earth). Note that this color
shift is periodic and occurs approximately 13.5 times throughout the simulation,
which follows from the same simulation of the Earth-Moon system. Thus, visually,
this simulation appears accurate. Numerically, by using the same earlier described
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Figure 2: A 1-year simulation (timestep = 1,000 s) of the Moon's orbital trajectory around Earth as the system
transits at 30.29 km/s (Earth's perihelion velocity). Note that the Moon orbits elliptically relative to Earth, but its
motion relative to the Sun resembles a more sinusoidal path.
Figure 3: A 1-year simulation (timestep = 1,000 s) of the Sun-Earth-Moon system. Again note the periodic nature
of the Moon's orbit by the color changes between teal and grey.
initial conditions, we yet again compare our results.
For the sake of brevity, we only compare our calculations for Earth's orbit. We
determine Earth's perihelion to be ≈ 146.69595 Gm. Earth's aphelion is calculated
at ≈ 152.1674 Gm. We calculate Earth's maximum velocity at ≈ 30.357 km/s.
Earth's minimum velocity is determined to be ≈ 29.2262 km/s. The error of this
motion is larger than in the Earth-Sun system, but this is obviously due to the
Moon's gravitational inuence. The Earth's motion isn't as drastically aected by
the gravitational forces from the Moon; the interaction is more present in tidal
forces. Most importantly, we expected our simulation to show consistently periodic
motion, and it succeeded in doing so.
Figure 4 expands to a 5-body system and plots the orbit of the inner solar system
over 1.881 years (the measured sidereal orbital period of Mars [2]). The image is
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Figure 4: A 1.88-year simulation (timestep = 10,000 s) of the orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
Planet Aphelion (Gm) Perihelion (Gm) e velmin (km/s) velmax (km/s) % error
Mercury 69.82281 45.99831 0.2057 38.858 58.986 0.008
Venus 108.9351 107.4530 0.006849 34.787 35.267 0.021
Earth 152.0984 147.0858 0.016754 29.293 30.291 0.004
Mars 249.0429 206.6166 0.09311 21.985 26.500 0.075
Table 1: Numerical data from the simulation shown in Figure 4. The % error is the largest error compared to the
previously mentioned measured results. Note that Venus, as expected, has an orbit with low eccentricity (actual
value of e = 0.0067), and Mercury has an orbit with higher eccentricity (actual value of e = 0.2).
not completely accurate since, without loss of generality, we assumed every planet's
perihelion to fall on the y-axis. However, note that Mercury's orbit is clearly ec-
centric (actual value of e = 0.2056) due to the Sun not being in the exact center of
Mercury's path. Also, every orbit clearly has a dierent eccentricity.
We present our numerical results in Table 1. We expected the error to decrease
for bodies with larger orbital paths, but there seems to be no immediate correlation
present. We presume there is an eect on placing all bodies in a line at the start
of the simulation, but the error should still be consistent at that point. Regardless,
for a calculation that takes only ≈ 1.2 seconds to compute (though plotting takes
a much longer time), these results are surprisingly accurate given our algorithm's
base-level structure.
Figure 5 contains a plot of the motion of the outer four planets in the solar
system over a time interval of 164.79 years (the sidereal orbital period of Neptune).
With a timestep of 1,000,000 s, we expect larger error to show in Jupiter's orbit,
but we choose to show this plot as an example of error that occurs from using too
large of a timestep.
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Figure 5: A 164.79-year simulation (timestep = 1,000,000 s) of the orbits of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
Note the visual error present in Jupiter and Saturn's orbits due to too large of a timestep being used.
Planet Aphelion (Gm) Perihelion (Gm) e velmin (km/s) velmax (km/s) % error
Jupiter 817.2081 738.3730 0.050679 12.403 13.749 0.007
Saturn 1501.200 1348.795 0.053476 9.1413 10.199 0.56
Uranus 2955.982 2740.246 0.037873 6.5618 7.1120 1.60
Neptune 4490.909 4442.597 0.005408 5.4089 5.5002 1.21
Table 2: Numerical data from the simulation shown in Figure 5. The % error is the largest error compared to
the previously mentioned measured results. Note that Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have larger numerical errors,
while Jupiter shows a larger visual error. This result shows that the error due to overly large timesteps occurs more
drastically along an orbit's semi-major axis than it does near the extrema. Furthermore, it seems there is some
more underlying error with less elliptical orbits.
Data will be presented in a similar fashion to the inner solar system's simula-
tion in Table 2. We discover a larger error in this simulation because the bodies in
this system are traveling several megameters in a linear path over each timestep.
While this extremely high timestep makes for a faster calculation (≈ 1.05 seconds),
it comes with a price. Also, it could still worth be noting that there are other
unaccounted gravitational forces at work that generate a signicant enough error
over time are missing; possible examples are moons and general relativity. Regard-
less, the motion of the planets is still fairly accurate. At this point, Uranus should
have almost completed its second complete orbit (orbital period ≈ 84.011 years),
and Neptune should have completed exactly one orbit. The larger error in their or-
bits results in them having a slightly smaller orbital period than the expected value.
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iv.ii Orbits of other observable systems
We now analyze less-understood orbital systems. Our primary goal for these
simulations is to generate an accurate diagram for each system.
Figure 6 displays the predicted orbits of the TRAPPIST-1 system, a red dwarf
star with seven Earth-sized transiting exoplanets. Given their transit times, orbital
periods, and predicted masses, astronomers were able to predict the semi-major
axes of each planet's orbit. Using these semi-major axis values and the assumption
that each planet's orbit is circular (which is safe to assume [3]), we can predict the













where s is the semi-major axis of the planet in AU, and T is the planet's orbital
period in days.
However, this second equation need not apply in this particular example. We
plot the TRAPPIST-1 system over 19 days (TRAPPIST-1h has an expected orbital
period of 18.76795 days). In Table 3, we provide numerical orbital data as well as
the planets' expected orbital periods for the reader's jurisdiction on the accuracy
of the simulation. We expect these orbits to be roughly circular, and visually there
seems to be no major error.
A similar orbital system to TRAPPIST-1 is the 5-body system of the Galilean
moons. We present similar results in Figure 7 and Table 4 for a 16.7-day (orbital pe-
riod of Callisto) period with a timestep of 1,000 seconds. Systems like TRAPPIST-1
and the Galilean moons are useful for ensuring orbits can be provided given as little
information as orbital periods and masses.
Finally, as a demonstration of the three-dimensional plotting capacity of our al-
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Figure 6: A 19-day simulation (timestep = 1,000 s) of the TRAPPIST-1 system.
Planet T (days) Aphelion (Gm) Perihelion (Gm) velmin (km/s) velmax (km/s)
TRAPPIST-1b 1.51088 1.7637 1.6793 80.83 84.90
TRAPPIST-1c 2.42181 2.3940 2.3226 69.72 71.86
TRAPPIST-1d 4.04996 3.3470 3.2893 59.16 60.19
TRAPPIST-1e 6.09904 4.3833 4.3349 51.77 52.35
TRAPPIST-1f 9.20559 5.7510 5.7123 45.25 45.55
TRAPPIST-1g 12.3545 7.0117 6.9580 40.97 41.29
TRAPPIST-1h 18.7680 9.2481 9.2028 35.70 35.88
Table 3: Orbital periods and numerical data of the TRAPPIST-1 system for reference in Figure 6 [3].
Figure 7: A 16.7-day simulation (timestep = 1,000 s) of the Galilean moons' orbital system.
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Moon T (days) Aphelion (Gm) Perihelion (Gm) velmin (km/s) velmax (km/s)
Io 1.8 0.4297 0.4124 16.99 17.70
Europa 3.6 0.6748 0.6593 13.62 13.94
Ganymede 7.2 1.0799 1.0670 10.80 10.93
Callisto 16.7 1.8855 1.8760 8.188 8.227
Table 4: Orbital periods and numerical data of the Galilean moons' system for reference in Figure 7 [2].
Figure 8: A simulation of the Sun-Neptune-Pluto system (timestep = 10,000,000 s).
gorithm, we simulate the orbits of Neptune and Pluto around the Sun. We plot Nep-
tune and Pluto's perihelion distances oppositely from the Sun in order to showcase
Pluto's approach into the bounds of Neptune's orbit. Figure 8 displays a 247.94-year
(orbital period of Pluto) simulation of this system at a timestep of 10,000,000 sec-
onds from two perspectives. Table 5 gives detailed numerical data, but the primary
focus of this simulation is the presentation of orbits whose paths are signicantly
inclined relative to a system's ecliptic plane.
Planet Aphelion (Gm) Perihelion (Gm) velmin (km/s) velmax (km/s) % error
Neptune 4566.682 4438.227 5.352 5.507 0.34
Pluto 7289.029 4429.250 3.712 6.107 0.13
Table 5: Numerical data from the simulation shown in Figure 8. The % error is the largest error compared to
the previously mentioned measured results. Note that Pluto's perihelion is smaller than Neptune's, verifying the
understanding that Pluto's orbit briey passes between Neptune's and Uranus's orbits. Furthermore, note that the
error of Neptune's orbit in this simulation is lower, potentially due to the lack of inuence from larger masses inside
Neptune's orbit.
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Figure 9: An attempted simulation of the Pythagorean 3-body problem. Note how Body 2 slingshots away from
Body 1 instead of keeping a close, spiraling orbit.
v Discussion
The SnOrE algorithm was able to successfully generate three-dimensional visual
representations of n-body orbital systems within at most a < 2% error margin. Our
algorithm's construction seems to work most eectively with noticeably elliptical
orbits (e > 0.1) but was also successful with generating circular orbits (e < 0.015)
when either given data for instantaneous conditions at the semi-major axis or given
the jurisdiction to determine the necessary velocities of bodies at their orbital semi-
major axes.
Our algorithm still struggles with certain problems, however. Because our method
of integrating orbits is not necessarily symplectic in nature, close approaches in n-
body problems are near-impossible to analyze without integrating over a minuscule
timestep; at a certain point, Python (or the computer's memory it runs on) can
become overwhelmed by the sheer number of calculations occurring and heavily de-
lay itself to the point of crashing. See Figure 9 for attempted simulations of the
Pythagorean three-body problem, where three bodies begin at rest at corners of a
3:4:5 right triangle, and each body's mass is of the same magnitude as its opposing
edge. Two masses are expected to have a close approach and then closely spiral in
pseudo-periodic motion [4], but our algorithm instead "slingshots" one of the two
masses. However, when modeling comet orbits, close approaches are sometimes sim-
ulated correctly (See Figure 10).
Also, since orbital data on multiple star systems is generally few and far be-
tween, these orbital systems can be cumbersome to simulate correctly. If one star
is treated as a "central mass", and Kepler's third law is applied, we see accurate
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Figure 10: A partial simulation of three comet orbits. While these close approaches successfully form elliptical
orbits, they do not always generate accurate orbital periods.
Figure 11: An example of an (incorrect) simulation of a binary star system, with star A having an initial velocity
of zero. Note that the system drifts and orbits periodically, but the exact motion of this system is inaccurate.
periodic motion, but the system itself drifts linearly (See Figure 11). A third star or-
biting a binary system also tends to have too signicant of an impact on the system,
and the orbits of the inner binary drift inward.
vi Summary and Conclusions
The SnOrE algorithm was constructed with the intent of being an accurate and
ecient n-body system while remaining simple enough in design for the undergrad-
uate physics level. While its intention is not for professional research, it has the
capacity to be developed further upon for that purpose. Existing packages and al-
gorithms can be replaced and reconstructed intuitively, as our algorithm is a simple
yet functional skeleton of an n-body system.
While designed for both educational and developmental use, its performance still
retains accuracy. When modeling orbital systems within our solar system, integra-
tion of elliptical orbits across large timesteps yielded relatively low error. A model
of the outer solar system presented larger numerical error (likely due to a signicant
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imbalance in the system's spherical angular momentum), but our simulation of the
inner solar system's orbits held relevant accuracy. Furthermore, we were able to
successfully model the Earth-Moon-Sun system, which is an essential three-body
system for checking the accuracy of an orbit simulation. Lastly, we were able to
generate the orbital motion of the TRAPPIST-1 system. This result could further
be checked by giving each body its object radius and calculating the transit times of
each planet, but the software required could potentially be cumbersome and slightly
beyond the scope of this particular version of our engine.
We intend to further develop the SnOrE algorithm. We wish to model multiple
star systems given only orbital periods and linear separations, which will likely re-
quire a numerical application of the virial theorem. We also wish to model chaotic
orbits more successfully, which may require a dierent form of integration. We
plan to explore the implementation of leapfrog integration into our software while
keeping an intuitive structure. If necessary, other forms of simulation (fourth-order
Runge-Kutta integration, for example) may be included. We also see potential in
constructing a rudimentary package for a Poisson solver engine, preferably using an
oct-tree mesh. However, this development would be exponentially more dicult.
To further improve our current engine, eciency could be further increased by
forking gravitational calculations across multiple processes. As Python only pro-
cesses through a single processor core, simulation becomes exponentially slower as
n increases. We have attempted applying modules such as multiprocessing and
joblib to our engine, but this application may require a signicant restructuring of
our algorithm. The multiprocessing library forces Python scripts to split across
multiple cores, thus maximizing the computing eciency of the hardware being used.
If we could break n(n− 1) computations across n processes, the necessary workload
on a computer's memory could be drastically reduced, and the algorithm could run
exponentially faster. While languages like C++ and Mathematica may serve to be
less dicult in this area, we plan to keep our engine based in Python unless it is
deliberately necessary to do otherwise.
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For visual presentation, displaying animated orbits in a manipulable three-dimensional
space may require full usage of the tkinter library but may also require a drastic
reconstruction of our algorithm. Since animation was not a primary focus of our
engine, it was not explored in-depth, as it is generally extremely slow in plotted
spaces. However, further development in an animated orbit engine could make an-
alyzing more intricate motion more palatable.
Lastly, we ultimately wish to model complex systems containing exoplanets, such
as the recently rediscovered exoplanet in the KOI-5 triple-star system [5], which
orbits the main star of the system at an inclination of 50◦. Understanding orbits
of exoplanets may unveil more secrets of planetary formation and may even lead to
more discoveries about the formation of our solar system.
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Appendix: SnOrE Python script
"""
Created on Sat Mar 6 14 :14 :19 2021
@author : conno
"""
# n=body o r b i t s imulator , more robus t f o r undergraduate phy s i c s
comprehension ,
# v e r s a t i l i t y in app l i c a t i on , and o v e r a l l s im p l i c i t y f o r a more focused
# approach to astrodynamics
# Connor Nance
# Murray S ta t e Un i v e r s i t y
# 2021
#from mp l_too l k i t s import mplot3d as p l t
import math
# import numpy as np
from pylab import *
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
# from mp l_too l k i t s . mplot3d import Axes3D
# from mu l t i p ro c e s s i n g import Pool
from matp lo t l i b . t ex t import Annotation
from mpl_toolk i ts . mplot3d . proj3d import proj_transform
from t ime i t import defau l t_t imer as t imer
# import t k i n t e r as t k
# the re are some ex t ra packages here t ha t I in tend to work more wi th in
the
# fu t u r e
# I had them inc luded at one po in t and they were a l i t t l e overwhelming
f o r the
# current scope o f my t h e s i s
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# but you can see where t h i s i s headed
########################################### used f o r l a b e l i n g bod i e s
class Annotation3D ( Annotation ) :
def __init__( s e l f , s , xyz , * args , **kwargs ) :
Annotation . __init__( s e l f , s , xy=(0 ,0) , * args , **kwargs )
s e l f . _verts3d = xyz
def draw ( s e l f , r ende re r ) :
xs3d , ys3d , zs3d = s e l f . _verts3d
xs , ys , z s = proj_transform ( xs3d , ys3d , zs3d , r endere r .M)
s e l f . xy=(xs , ys )
Annotation . draw ( s e l f , r ende re r )
def annotate3D (ax , s , * args , **kwargs ) :
tag = Annotation3D ( s , * args , **kwargs )
ax . add_art i s t ( tag )
###########################################
########################################### need the s e p r o p e r t i e s to























def __init__( s e l f , name , mass , pos , ve l , c o l ) :
s e l f . name=name
s e l f . mass=mass
s e l f . pos=pos
s e l f . v e l=ve l
s e l f . c o l=co l
def getName ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . name
def getMass ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . mass
def getPos ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . pos
def getVel ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . v e l
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def getAcc ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . acc
def getCol ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . c o l
###########################################
########################################### index o f o b j e c t s
au = 149.5978707* 10**9
########## standard s o l a r system ; i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based on
p e r i h e l i o n
sun = Body( "Sun" , 1 .9891 e30 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' go ld ' )
mercury = Body( "Mercury" , 0 .33011 e24 , [ 4 6 . 0 0 2 e9
, 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 5 8 5 4 0 . 3 7 , 7 1 8 7 . 8 5 4 ] , ' brown ' )
venus = Body( "Venus" , 4 .8675 e24 , [ 1 0 7 . 4 7 6 e9 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 3 5 1 9 8 , 2 0 8 8 ] , '
orangered ' )
earth = Body( "Earth" ,5 . 977 e24 , [ 1 4 7 . 0 9 2 e9 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 3 0 2 9 0 , 0 ] , ' t e a l ' )
moon = Body( "Moon" , . 07346 e24 , [ ( 1 4 7 . 0 9 2 e9 ) +(0.361836 e9 ) ,0 ,0 .032579*
10**9 ] , [ 0 , 30290+1082 ,0 ] , ' grey ' )
mars = Body( "Mars" , 0 .64171 e24 , [ 2 0 6 . 6 1 7 e9 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 2 6 4 8 6 . 1 7 , 8 5 5 . 9 6 ] , '
cr imson ' )
j u p i t e r = Body( " Jup i t e r " , 1898.19 e24 , [ 7 4 0 . 5 2 2 e9
, 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 1 3 7 1 6 . 4 4 1 , 3 1 2 . 4 6 7 ] , ' darksalmon ' )
saturn = Body( "Saturn" , 568 .34 e24 , [ 1 3 5 1 . 2 8 3 e9 , 0 , 5 8 . 6 44 e9 ] , [ 0 , 1 0 1 8 0 , 0 ] , '
s i enna ' )
uranus = Body( "Uranus" , 86 .813 e24 , [ 2 7 4 1 . 3 0 2 e9 , 0 , 3 6 . 9 35 e9 ] , [ 0 , 7 1 1 0 , 0 ] , '
cyan ' )
neptune = Body( "Neptune" , 102 .413 e24 , [ 4 4 4 2 . 3 3 e9 , 0 , 1 3 7 . 2 e9 ] , [ 0 , 5 5 0 0 , 0 ] , '
mediumblue ' )
p luto = Body( "Pluto " , 0 .01303 e24 , [=4237.562 e9 ,0 ,=1308.503 e9
] , [ 0 , =6100 , 0 ] , ' o rch id ' )
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ha l l e y = Body( "1P Hal ley " , 2 . 2 e14 , [ = (0 . 5589) *au , 0 , ( 0 . 1 7 9 4 ) *au
] , [ 0 , =55000 ,0 ] , ' powderblue ' )
encke = Body( "2P Encke" , 2 . 2 e14 , [ ( 0 . 3 3 2 8 1 ) *au , 0 , ( 0 . 0 6 9 5 3 ) *au
] , [ 0 , 6 9 9 0 0 , 0 ] , ' powderblue ' )
b o r r e l l y = Body( "19P Bor r e l l y " , 2e13 , [ ( 1 . 1 7 2 4 9 1 1 6 ) *au , 0 , ( 0 . 6 851486 ) *au
] , [ 0 , 3 2 5 8 3 , 0 ] , ' grey ' ) ; b o r r e l l y . semimaj = 3.61* au
inne rSo l a r = [ sun , mercury , venus , earth , mars ]
ou t e rSo l a r = [ sun , j up i t e r , saturn , uranus , neptune ]
p lutoOrbi t = [ sun , neptune , p luto ]
comets = [ sun , encke , ha l l ey , b o r r e l l y ]
##########
########## s ta t i ona r y ear th /moon o r b i t ; ear th s t r an g e l y d r i f t s , but
moon f o l l ow s acco rd ing l y ?
s t i l l E a r t h = Body( "Earth" ,5 . 977 e24 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' t e a l ' )
s t i l lMoon = Body( "Moon" , . 07346 e24 , [ ( 0 . 3 6 1 8 3 6 e9 ) ,0 ,0 .032579*
10**9 ] , [ 0 , 1 0 82 , 0 ] , ' grey ' )
earthMoon = [ s t i l l E a r t h , s t i l lMoon ]
##########
########## ga l i l e a n moon o r b i t ; f a n t a s t i c , i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based on
semimajor a x i s and o r b i t s are s a f e l y assumed c i r c u l a r and not
i n c l i n e d
g j up i t e r = Body( " Jup i t e r " , 1898.19 e24 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' darksalmon ' )
i o = Body( " Io " , 893 .2 e20 , [ 4 2 2 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 1 7 3 0 0 , 0 ] , ' choco l a t e ' )
europa = Body( "Europa" , 480 e20 , [ 6 7 1 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 1 3 7 0 0 , 0 ] , ' sp r ingg re en ' )
ganymede = Body( "Ganymede" , 1481 .9 e20 , [ 1 0 7 0 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 1 0 9 0 0 . 4 4 1 , 0 ] , '
t u rquo i s e ' )
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c a l l i s t o = Body( " Ca l l i s t o " , 1075 .9 e20 , [ 1 8 8 3 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 8 2 0 0 , 0 ] , ' dimgrey '
)
g a l i l e a n = [ g jup i t e r , io , europa , ganymede , c a l l i s t o ]
##########
########## saturn ian moon o r b i t s ; f a n t a s t i c , i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based
on semimajor a x i s
sSaturn = Body( "Saturn" , 568 .34 e24 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' s i enna ' )
mimas = Body( "Mimas" ,0 . 379 e20 , [ 1 8 5 . 5 2 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 1 4 3 2 2 . 2 ) * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 1 . 5 3 ) ) , ( 14322 . 2 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 1 . 5 3 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
ence ladus = Body( "Enceladus " , 1 . 08 e20 , [ 2 3 8 . 0 2 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 1 2 6 3 5 . 3 ) , 0 ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
t e thys = Body( "Tethys" , 6 . 18 e20 , [ 2 9 4 . 6 6 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 1 1 3 5 0 . 2 ) * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 1 . 8 6 ) ) , ( 11350 . 2 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 1 . 8 6 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
dione = Body( "Dione" ,11 e20 , [ 3 7 7 . 4 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 1 0 0 2 7 . 9 ) * math . cos (math .
rad ians ( 0 . 0 2 ) ) , ( 10027 . 9 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 0 . 0 2 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
rhea = Body( "Rhea" , 23 . 1 e20 , [ 5 2 7 . 0 4 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 8 4 8 3 . 7 2 2 2 2 2 ) * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 0 . 3 5 ) ) , (8483 .722222) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 0 . 3 5 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
t i t a n = Body( "Titan" ,1345 .5 e20 , [ 1 2 2 1 . 8 3 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 5 5 6 9 . 8 ) * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 0 . 3 3 ) ) , ( 5 569 . 8 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 0 . 3 3 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
hyper ion = Body( "Hyperion" ,0 . 056 e20 , [ 1 4 8 1 . 1 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 5 1 2 8 . 6 ) * math .
cos (math . rad ians ( 0 . 4 3 ) ) , ( 5 128 . 6 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 0 . 4 3 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
i ape tu s = Body( " Iapetus " , 18 . 1 e20 , [ 3 5 6 1 . 3 e6 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 3 2 6 3 . 6 ) * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 14 . 7 2 ) ) , ( 3 263 . 6 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 14 . 7 2 ) ) ] , '
da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
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phoebe = Body( "Phoebe" ,8 .29063 e18 , [ 1 2 . 9 4 7913 e9 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , ( 1 6 9 9 . 5 8 3 ) *
math . cos (math . rad ians ( 173 . 04 ) ) , ( 1699 . 583 ) * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 173 . 04 ) ) ] , ' da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
sa turn ian = [ sSaturn , mimas , ence ladus , tethys , dione , rhea , t i tan , hyper ion ]
##########
########## a l g o l ; i f f y , i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based on semimajor a x i s
betaPerse iAa1 = Body( "\u03B2 Pe r s e i  Aa1" , 3 .17 * sun . mass
, [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , 'maroon ' )
betaPerse iAa2 = Body( "\u03B2 Pe r s e i  Aa2" , 0 .70 * sun . mass , [ 0 . 0 6 2 * au
, 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , 'maroon ' ) ; betaPerse iAa2 . semimaj = 0.062 * au
betaPerseiAb = Body( "\u03B2 Pe r s e i  Ab" , 1 .76 * sun . mass , [ 0 , 2 . 6 9 * au
, 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , 'maroon ' ) ; betaPerseiAb . semimaj = 2 .69 * au
a l g o l = [ betaPerseiAa1 , betaPerseiAa2 , ]
##########
########## koi =5; i f f y , i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based on semimajor ax i s . 5A
and 5Ab work g r ea t on t h e i r own though
koi5A = Body( "KOI=5A" , 1 .13 * sun . mass , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , 'maroon ' )
koi5Ab = Body( "KOI=5Ab" , 0 .179 * j u p i t e r . mass , [ . 0 5 9 6 * au * math . cos
(0 .872664626) , 0 , . 0596 * au * math . s i n (0 .872664626) ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' c o r a l '
)
koi5B = Body( "KOI=5B" , 1 .09 * sun . mass , [ 1 6 * au , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' t e a l ' )
koi5C = Body( "KOI=5C" , 0 .01 * sun . mass , [ 0 , 7 8 * au , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' go ldenrod ' )
##########
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########## trapp i s t =1; f a n t a s t i c , i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s based on semimajor
a x i s and o r b i t s are ( s a f e l y ) assumed to be c i r c u l a r
trapp1 = Body( "TRAPPIST=1" , 0 .089 * sun . mass , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' f i r e b r i c k
' )
trapp1b = Body( "TRAPPIST=1b" , 1 .02 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 1 1 5 * math . cos (math
. rad ians ( 89 . 5 6 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .0115 * math . s i n (math . rad ians ( 89 . 5 6 ) )
* au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' da rk s l a t eg ray ' )
trapp1c = Body( "TRAPPIST=1c" , 1 .16 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 1 5 7 6 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 8 9 . 7 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .01576 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 8 9 . 7 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' go ldenrod ' )
trapp1d = Body( "TRAPPIST=1d" , 0 .297 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 2 2 1 9 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 89 . 8 9 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .02219 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 89 . 8 9 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' s t e e l b l u e ' )
trapp1e = Body( "TRAPPIST=1e" , 0 .772 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 2 9 1 6 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 89 . 7 3 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .02916 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 89 . 7 3 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' s eagreen ' )
t rapp1 f = Body( "TRAPPIST=1 f " , 0 .934 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 3 8 3 6 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 89 . 719 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .03836 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 89 . 719 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' cadetb lue ' )
trapp1g = Body( "TRAPPIST=1g" , 1 .178 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 4 6 7 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 89 . 721 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .0467 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 89 . 721 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , 'mediumaquamarine ' )
trapp1h = Body( "TRAPPIST=1h" , 0 .331 * earth . mass , [ 0 . 0 6 1 7 * math . cos (
math . rad ians ( 89 . 796 ) ) * au , 0 , 0 .0617 * math . s i n (math . rad ians
( 89 . 796 ) ) * au ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' darkgoldenrod ' )
t r app i s t = [ trapp1 , trapp1b , trapp1c , trapp1d , trapp1e , trapp1f , trapp1g ,
trapp1h ]
##########
########## t h e o r e t i c a l three=body problem
n1 = Body( "body 1" , 5e3 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' red ' )
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n2 = Body( "body 2" , 4e3 , [ 3 , 0 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' b lue ' )
n3 = Body( "body 3" , 3e3 , [ 0 , 4 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] , ' grey ' )
threeBody = [ n1 , n2 , n3 ]
##########
###########################################
########################################### manipu lab le parameters
# in bodies , put ' c e n t r a l o b j e c t ' as f i r s t item





animateOrbit = False # WIP and t e r r i b l y s low . probab l y j u s t want to
conver t t h i s to mathematica f o r t ha t purpose
plotData = True # ob ta in s numerical r e s u l t s ex t reme ly f a s t e r i f Fa l se
resultsAU = False #pr i n t s f i n a l r e s u l t s r e l a t i v e to AU ins t ead o f m i f
True
c i r c u l a r V e l o c i t i e s= True # used f o r o r b i t s wi th low e c c e n t r i c i t i e s ,
known semimajor axes , and unknown v e l o c i t i e s
e l l i p t i c a l V e l o c i t i e s = Fal se # for now , on ly used wi th comets . s t i l l
WIP because i t ' s not p e r f e c t l y accura te
b inaryStar s = False # s t i l l WIP. t r y i n g to do wi thout over=app l y ing the
v i r i a l theorem , but probab l y need to add a LOT of ex t ra paremeters
f o r t h i s to work p e r f e c t l y





########################################### base parameters , never
change t h e s e
G = 6.6732 e=11
i f animateOrbit == False or True :
f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( )
i f [ p lo t In2d ] == True :
ax = f i g . add_subplot (11 , p r o j e c t i o n=' 2d ' )
else :




maxpos=[xmax , ymax , zmax ]
time=0
maxtime = ( seconds ) + ( days *86400) + ( years * 31556736)
cyr = 0
cday = 0
cs e c = 0
l i g h t = 3e8
#dots = [ ]
###########################################
########################################### v e l o c i t y c a l c u l a t i o n
f unc t i on s ; l a t e add i t i on and WIP
def e l l i p t i c a l V e l o c i t y ( bod ie s ) :
for b in bod ie s :
i f b == bodie s [ 0 ] and b inaryStar s == False :
pass
else :
rx = b . pos [ 0 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 0 ]
ry = b . pos [ 1 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 1 ]
rz = b . pos [ 2 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 2 ]
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rho = math . s q r t ( rx **2 + ry **2 + rz **2)
i f b inaryStar s == False :
i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . v e l [ 1 ] = G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass * ( (1/ rho ) = (1/b . semimaj ) )
e l i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . pos [ 1 ] = 0.00001
b . v e l [ 1 ] = =G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass * ( (1/ rho ) = (1/b . semimaj ) )
e l i f b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . v e l [ 0 ] = =G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass * ( (1/ rho ) = (1/b . semimaj ) )
e l i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 :
b . v e l [ 1 ] = =G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass * ( (1/ rho ) = (1/b . semimaj ) )
def c i r c u l a rV e l o c i t y ( bod ie s ) :
for b in bod ie s :
i f b == bodie s [ 0 ] and b inaryStar s == False :
pass
else :
rx = b . pos [ 0 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 0 ]
ry = b . pos [ 1 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 1 ]
rz = b . pos [ 2 ] = bod ie s [ 0 ] . pos [ 2 ]
rho = math . s q r t ( rx **2 + ry **2 + rz **2)
i f b inaryStar s == False :
i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . v e l [ 1 ] = math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass / rho )
e l i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . pos [ 1 ] = 0.00001
b . v e l [ 1 ] = =math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass / rho )
e l i f b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
b . v e l [ 0 ] = =math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass / rho )
e l i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 :
b . v e l [ 1 ] = =math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass / rho )
i f b inaryStar s == True :
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i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] and b != bod ie s
[ 1 ] :
b . v e l [ 1 ] = math . s q r t (G * ( bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass + bod ie s [ 1 ] . mass ) / rho )
e l i f b . pos [ 1 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] and b != bod ie s
[ 1 ] :
b . pos [ 1 ] = 0.00001
b . v e l [ 1 ] = =math . s q r t (G * ( bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass + bod ie s [ 1 ] . mass ) / rho )
e l i f b . pos [ 0 ] == 0 and b . pos [ 2 ] == 0 and b != bod ie s [ 0 ] and b != bod ie s
[ 1 ] :
b . v e l [ 0 ] = =math . s q r t (G * ( bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass + bod ie s [ 1 ] . mass ) / rho )
i f b inaryStar s == True :
bod ie s [ 0 ] . v e l [ 1 ] = =math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 1 ] . mass / rho ) / 2
bod ie s [ 1 ] . v e l [ 1 ] = math . s q r t (G * bod ie s [ 0 ] . mass / rho ) / 2
pass
i f c i r c u l a r V e l o c i t i e s == True :
print ( ' need v e l o c i t i e s ' )
c i r c u l a rV e l o c i t y ( bod ie s )
for b in bod ie s :
print (b . v e l )
i f e l l i p t i c a l V e l o c i t i e s == True :
print ( ' need v e l o c i t i e s ' )
e l l i p t i c a l V e l o c i t y ( bod ie s )
for b in bod ie s :
print (b . v e l )
########################################### or b i t s imu la t i on in the
form of s e v e r a l nes ted l oops .
s t a r t = timer ( )
########## n (n=1) (maxtime / t imes t ep ) ' c a l c u l a t i o n s ' occur here , and
those c a l c u l a t i o n s are mu l t i p l e s t e p s .
# fo r your information , t h a t ' s a l o t o f c a l c u l a t i o n s
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# i s i t comp l e t e l y opt imal ? p o s s i b l y not , but the syntax i s more
a c c e s s i b l e and e a s i l y r e p l a c e a b l e
while time <= maxtime :
########## d i s p l a y s curren t time in something more a c c ep t a b l e than j u s t
an incomprehens ib l e number o f seconds
cyr = int ( time / 31556736)
cday = int ( ( time / 86400) = ( cyr * 365 .24) )
c s e c = int ( time % 86400)
##########
########## p l o t t i n g s p e c i f i c s ; r e l a t i v e l y un i n t e r e s t i n g in terms o f
phy s i c s
i f plotData == True :
i f animateOrbit == True :
#f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( )




#maxpos=[xmax , ymax , zmax ]
p l t . t i t l e ( "Current  time :  "+str ( cyr )+" years ,  "+str ( cday )+" days ,  "+str (
c s e c )+" seconds " )
p l t . gca ( )
else :
print ( "Current  time :  "+str ( cyr )+" years ,  "+str ( cday )+" days ,  "+str ( c s e c
)+" seconds . " )
else :
print ( "Current  time :  "+str ( cyr )+" years ,  "+str ( cday )+" days ,  "+str ( c s e c
)+" seconds . " )
##########
########## g r a v i t a t i o n a l c a l c u l a t i o n
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for b in bod ie s :
i f plotData == True :
i f animateOrbit == True :
dots = p l t . p l o t (b . pos [ 0 ] , b . pos [ 1 ] , b . pos [ 2 ] , c o l o r=b . co l , marker=' , ' ,
v i s i b l e=False , l a b e l=b . name)
#dots . set_data ( b . pos [ 0 ] , b . pos [ 1 ] , b . pos [ 2 ] )
annotate3D (ax , s=' * ' , xyz=b . pos , f o n t s i z e =10, xytext=(=3 ,3) , c o l o r=b . co l
, t ex t coo rds=' o f f s e t  po in t s ' , ha=' cente r ' , va=' bottom ' )
draw ( )
else :
p l t . p l o t (b . pos [ 0 ] , b . pos [ 1 ] , b . pos [ 2 ] , b . co l , marker=' , ' , l a b e l=b . name)
annotate3D (ax , s=b . name , xyz=b . pos , f o n t s i z e =10, xytext=(=3 ,3) ,
t ex t coo rds=' o f f s e t  po in t s ' , ha=' cente r ' , va=' bottom ' )
b . ax=0
b . ay=0 # need to r e s e t a c c e l e r a t i o n so i t i sn ' t compounded i n c o r r e c t l y
across t imes t ep s . g r a v i t a t i o n a l a c c e l e r a t i o n i s a unique parameter
at each t imes t ep
b . az=0
for i in bod ie s :
i f i == b : # i f you t r y to c a l c u l a t e g r a v i t a t i o n a l a c c e l e r a t i o n between
a body and i t s e l f , you ge t rho = 0 , and bad t h i n g s happen
pass
else :
rx = i . pos [ 0 ] = b . pos [ 0 ]
ry = i . pos [ 1 ] = b . pos [ 1 ]
rz = i . pos [ 2 ] = b . pos [ 2 ]
r = [ rx , ry , rz ]
rho = math . s q r t ( rx **2 + ry **2 + rz **2) # conver t ing to s p h e r i c a l
coord ina t e s ; g i v e s us ' magnitude ' o f a c c e l e r a t i o n
theta=math . acos ( rz / rho ) # angular parameters r e t a i n ' d i r e c t i o n ' o f
d i s t ance vector , where our a c c e l e r a t i o n w i l l a l s o po in t
phi=math . acos ( rx/math . s q r t ( rx **2 + ry **2) )
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i f rho < tooCloseRad : # hard s t op s program i f t h i n g s g e t c l o s e r than
they shou ld
print ( " p o t e n t i a l  e r r o r :  "+b . name+" and "+i . name+" too  c l o s e ! " )
time = maxtime
i f rho > tooFarRad : # s im i l a r
print ( " p o t e n t i a l  e r r o r :  "+b . name+" and "+i . name+" too  f a r ! " )
time = maxtime
i f b . ve l [ 0 ] >= l i g h t or b . ve l [ 1 ] >= l i g h t or b . ve l [ 2 ] >= l i g h t : #
ob j e c t s j u s t can ' t go f a s t e r than c . t h i s r a r e l y comes up but i t ' s
s i g n i f i c a n t enough to inc l ude
print ( " p o t e n t i a l  e r r o r :  "+b . name+"  going  too  f a s t ! " )
time = maxtime
i f i == bod ie s [ 0 ] and rho > b . apas : # determine apastron / aphe l i on
b . apas = rho
i f i == bod ie s [ 0 ] and rho < b . p e r i : # determine pe r i a s t r on / p e r i h e l i o n
b . p e r i = rho
b . a = (G * i . mass ) /( rho **2) # un i v e r s a l g r a v i t a t i o n
b . ax += b . a*math . s i n ( theta ) *math . cos ( phi ) # conver t a c c e l e r a t i on back
to ca r t e s i an coord ina t e s
b . az += b . a*math . cos ( theta )
##### t h i s does not make sense in terms o f phy s i c s at a l l , but f o r some
reason i t ' s necessary
i f ry < 0 : # t h i s was d i s cove r ed v ia t r i a l and error
b . ay += =(b . a*math . s i n ( theta ) *math . s i n ( phi ) )
else :
b . ay += + (b . a*math . s i n ( theta ) *math . s i n ( phi ) )
##### ph y s i c i s t s hate t h i s , computer s c i e n t i s t s might say , ' sure ,
whatever , i t works '
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b . ve l [ 0 ] += (b . ax * t imestep ) # v e l o c i t y i s a compounded va lue ; i e i t
remains across t imes t ep s and i s modi f ied by a c c e l e r a t i o n
b . ve l [ 1 ] += (b . ay * t imestep )
b . v e l [ 2 ] += (b . az * t imestep )
i f (math . s q r t ( ( b . v e l [ 0 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 1 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 2 ] ) **2) ) > b .
maxvel :
b . maxvel = math . s q r t ( ( b . v e l [ 0 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 1 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 2 ] ) **2)
i f (math . s q r t ( ( b . v e l [ 0 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 1 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 2 ] ) **2) ) < b .
minvel :
b . minvel = math . s q r t ( ( b . v e l [ 0 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 1 ] ) **2 + (b . v e l [ 2 ] ) **2)
b . pos [ 0 ] += b . ve l [ 0 ] * t imestep # assuming cons tant v e l o c i t y i s
genu ine l y the most accura te method in t h i s p a r t i c u l a r a l gor i thm
b . pos [ 1 ] += b . ve l [ 1 ] * t imestep
b . pos [ 2 ] += b . ve l [ 2 ] * t imestep
i f plotData == True :
annotate3D (ax , s=' ' , xyz=b . pos , f o n t s i z e =10, xytext=(=3 ,3) , t ex t coo rds='
o f f s e t  po in t s ' , ha=' cente r ' , va=' bottom ' )
##### sca l i n g axes app r op r i a t e l y ; the code does i t , so you don ' t have
to !
i f abs (b . pos [ 0 ] ) > xmax :
xmax = abs (b . pos [ 0 ] )
i f abs (b . pos [ 1 ] ) > ymax :
ymax = abs (b . pos [ 1 ] )
i f abs (b . pos [ 2 ] ) > zmax :
zmax = abs (b . pos [ 2 ] )
i f plotData == True :
ax . set_box_aspect ( ( xmax , ymax , zmax) )
#####
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time = time + timestep
i f plotData == True :
i f animateOrbit == True :
p l t . pause ( . 000001 )




i f plotData == True :
for b in bod ie s :
p l t . p l o t (b . pos [ 0 ] , b . pos [ 1 ] , b . pos [ 2 ] , b . co l , marker=' o ' )
annotate3D (ax , s=b . name , xyz=b . pos , f o n t s i z e =10, xytext=(=3 ,3) ,
t ex t coo rds=' o f f s e t  po in t s ' , ha=' cente r ' , va=' bottom ' )
end=timer ( )
print ( ' e l apsed  computing time :  '+str ( end = s t a r t ) )
print ( )
for b in bod ie s :
i f b != bod ie s [ 0 ] :
i f resultsAU == True :
print ( ' apastron  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . apas /au )+'  au ' )
print ( ' p e r i a s t r on  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . p e r i /au )+'  au ' )
print ( 'max v e l o c i t y  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . maxvel /1000)+'  km/ s ' ) # I
know t h i s i sn ' t au/ s but . . . l i t e r a l l y l i g h t doesn ' t even move at 1
au/ s .
print ( 'min v e l o c i t y  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . minvel /1000)+'  km/ s ' ) # km




print ( ' apastron  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . apas )+'  m' )
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print ( ' p e r i a s t r on  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . p e r i )+'  m' )
print ( 'max v e l o c i t y  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . maxvel )+'  m/ s ' )
print ( 'min v e l o c i t y  f o r  '+b . name+' :  '+str (b . minvel )+'  m/ s ' )
print ( )
##########
i f plotData == True :
p l t . show ( )
###########################################
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